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Under the hypothesis that rational Diophantine equations are unsolvable we 
classify a number of other problems as solvable or unsolvable, such as gV c h W for 
g E G, h E H algebraic groups, V, W subspaces, existence of monomorphisms and 
epimorphisms of modules and algebras, existence of submodules of various types. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1970, Matijasevich [ 111 added the final and long sought element to 
the efforts of Davis, Putman, and Robinson [4] to prove the unsolvability 
by any general algorithm of Diophantine equations, i.e., polynomials in n 
variables over Z (and Z + ). Here we consider the consequences of the 
hypothesis. 
B<,: There is no algorithm which decides for any n variable polynomial 
P over Q, whether P has a solution in Q. 
In the integer case, Jones [7] gives an example of a universal unsolvable 
equation, i.e., a polynomial in a, x,, . . . . x, such that there is no algorithm 
deciding for each a, existence of a solution xl, . . . . x,. 
We show that an arbitrary rational Diophantine equation can be cast 
into many forms, such as determinants, homogeneous systems, and so on 
and in this way we prove a number of algebraic problems are unsolvable 
under gC1. 
Diophantine equations in general are discussed in [3, 10, 121. Major 
positive results appear in [2, 5, 6, 13, 141. The present work is an out- 
growth of problems in [S, 91. 
Algorithmic unsolvability of a class of equations means that there is no 
recursieve algorithm for solving them; equivalently, that no Turing 
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machine exists which given the parameters pecifying a member c1 of the 
class, in a finite number of steps prints zero if cx has no solution and 1 if 
c1 has a solution. All Diophantine unsolvability results depend ultimately 
on a reduction to the halting problem for Turing machines. 
Here we treat the following module problems for finitely generated 
modules over finitely additively generated Q algebras, specified by basis 
and products of basis elements: 
(1) Is there an epimorphism A? -+ N? 
(2) Is there an monomorphism A -+ .A’“? 
(3) Can we find a composition series for A’? 
(4) Can we split A into indecomposable summands? 
(5) Can we determine if A? has a k-dimensional submodule? 
(6) Can we determine the orders in which composition factors can 
occur? 
(I) Can we determine tf A is a direct summand of M? 
We call (1 )-( 7) respectively the epimorphism, monomorphism, composition 
series, decomposability, dimension, composition factors, and summand 
problems. We also deal with (l), (2) f or algebras and with commutative 
and Lie and study group problems of the form: Do there exist g E G, h E H, 
p(g) Vc y(h) W for subspaces I’, W and representations p, y of algebraic 
groups G, H? We show that the existence of square roots in general finite 
dimensional algebras is unsolvable. 
All undecidability results here assume gd. It follows from Matijasevich’s 
result or Jones’ explicit form that polynomials of some fixed degree in a 
given number of variables are unsolvable, but we do not assume this in the 
rational case. 
2. GROUP PROBLEMS 
Grunewald and Segal [S] proved that it is indecidable for an algebraic 
group G over Z, an integer representation p of z, and an integer vector u 
and a subspace (kernel of a set of linear equations) W whether gu E W for 
some g. Their proof goes directly over to the rational case. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under J%?~ it is unsolvable whether for n E Z + , a 
rational representation p of GL(n, Q), a vector v, and a subspace W there 
exists g E GL(n, Q) such that p(g) u E W. 
Proof: Let the representation be the direct sum of all tensor powers of 
the standard representation up to the nth. Let the vector be the direct sum 
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of (1, 0, . ..) 0). Then vg has entries all monomials of degree at most n in the 
top row of G, which can be any nonzero vector. Then the subspace W can 
specify any relation in the monomials, i.e., any polynomial. 
Under C?Xd it is undecidable if a nonzero solution exists of polynomials, 
since we can take p(x, -x2, xi, . . . . x,). 1 
Most algebraic structure problems are stated naturally by homogeneous 
Diophantine equations. 
gh: There exists no algorithm to decide whether a homogeneous 
Diophantine equation over Q has a solution other than (0, . . . . 0). 
It is a folk theorem that BCX o&!&. 
THEOREM 2.2. BYA OS!‘,. 
For the record, we give an observation supplied by the referee, as basis 
for a proof of this well-known result. An equation p(u, , . . . . u,) = 0 and t # 0 
are equivalent to existence of xi, . . . . x4, y,, . . . . yq such that p(u,, . . . . u,) = 0 
and (UT+ ... + uz + XT + . . . + .x:)’ - 3(y: + . . . + yi)’ = t4, where not all 
variables are zero. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Adler [ 1 ] ). Under 9!!?<! systems of the form 
c a(jkxiY, =o 
with not all xi = 0, not all yi = 0 are unsolvable. Moreover, we can require 
that tf a solution exists one exists with both x, y n-vectors for some n E Z + 
and for i = 1, . . . . n, xi > 0 and x, = yi. 
THEOREM 2.4. It is unsolvable under B?,{ given conjugate linear groups 
X, Y of diagonal matrices and D a linear space of matrices whether there 
exists x E X, y E Y with xy E D? 
Proof: By Theorem 2.3 systems of the form 
C a,jkXiYj = 09 
all xi, yi # 0 are unsolvable, where x, y are n-vectors for some n. Let X, Y 
be diagonal matrices made up of x,, yi arranged so as to give all products 
x, yj. Then linear combinations of these (a subspace) give the equations. 1 
COROLLARY. y E x -- ’ D is unsolvable. 
COROLLARY. For a commutative group G acting quadratically Gv c W is 
unsolvable, in the situation of Proposition 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Under .%,, it is unsolvable given invertible B, a subspace 
H, and m, nEZ+ if there exist X, Y such that XBY E H and A’, Y are 
n x n block diagonal invertible matrices each with identical blocks, i.e., 
X=X(O)@ ... @X(O), Y= Y(O)@ ... @Y(O) with X(O), Y(O)E 
GUm, Q). 
Proof: Under 9d there exist equations 
c aijkXj Yk = o 
such that it is undecidable if a solution exists with all xk # 0, all yk # 0. 
First we show the theorem is true for noninvertible B. 
Let B( 0) have (1, 1 )-entry 1 and all other entries 0, and let B be a sum 
B(0) 0 . 0 B(0) corresponding to the sums for X, Y. Then 
X( 0) B( 0) Y( 0) is a matrix of all products from column 1 of X( 0) and 
row 1 of Y(0). If the first row and column of Y(O), X(0) respectively are 
nonzero we can extend to invertible matrices. Let x,, y, be the entries in the 
first column of X, row of Y. 
All equations C aqkxi y, give linear spaces of m x m matrices for each 
X(0) B(0) Y(0). By direct sum we obtain any system of equations. So 
the problem is unsolvable. 
Now to replace B(0) by invertible matrices write B as a difference 
C( 1 ) - C(2) of invertible matrices. Then any XBYE H is equivalent to 
x0 C(1) L I[ OX 0 C;2,][: oy]“{[Y ;I:-+ ’ 
THEOREM 2.6. Under d,d it is undecidable whether for G, H linear groups 
acting on a vector space and V,,, V, W subspace of V0 there exist g E G, 
hEH such that gV=hW. 
Proof. Take the unsolvable problem of Theorem 2.4 written as 
gV, c h W,, gE G,, h E H, where V, is the 1 dimensional vector subspace 
of a total space U, spanned by an identity matrix 1, h is x ‘, W, is D. Let 
V, = U, @ U, where dim( U,) = dim( W, - 1). We require that UI be an 
invariant subspace of G and U, an invariant subspace of H with the 
previous actions on U,, as subspace and quotient space. Let W = W,, 
v= v, 0 uz. 
Then g V, c h W, for g E G, h E H, is necessary in order that gV= h W 
sincegv, cgV=hW. And hWjU,=h(W,). 
Let the groups G, H be the sets of all linear transformations of V0 
keeping U,, U2 respectively invariant having the given actions on UI as 
submodule and quotient module. Suppose gV, c h W, is solvable. Write 
h W, = gV, 0 W, c U,. Multiply h by a map h, which is the identity on 
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the quotient by U, and on g V, and which sends W, into W, 0 Uz by (x, x) 
under some isomorphism W, -+ U2. 
Multiply g by a map g, which is the identity on U, and maps U2 + 
W,@U,by(x,x).Theng,gV=h,hWisvalid. 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose e are given algebraic groups G, H, subspaces V, 
W. Then the problem, do there exist g E G, h E H such that gV c h W has the 
following status: 
General case V= W dim(V)= 1 dim(V)=dim(W)= 1 
G H 
arbitrary H= {e} u s u s 
algebraic any 
groups H Ii u u u 
G, H defined H= {e} s s s S 
by linear any 
equations H I/ u U S 
Here S is solvable, U unsolvable. 
Proof: Squares (1,2) (1,4) are solvable by Sarkisian [ 131 (he states 
[ 151 he has corrected the need for strong approximation). Square (1,2) 
reduces to square (1,4) on tensor powers. Squares (1, 1 ), (1, 3) are 
undecidable by Proposition 2.1. 
Square (2,4) follows from Proposition 2.1 since the nonzero elements of 
any subspace is Hu. Square (4, 3) is undecidable by the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.4. Square (4, 2) is undecidable by Theorem 2.6. This implies by 
containment all undecidable squares. Row 3 and square (4, 3) can be stated 
as linear equations subject to which G, H have rank n. This can be solved 
by seeing if determinants on this spaces are zero identically. 1 
3. SOLVABLE MODULE PROBLEMS 
THEOREM 3.1. The monomorphism, epimorphism, and split mono- 
morphism problems are solvable. 
Proof. Each of these problems can be written as a set of inequations in 
rational variables, that is, a linear transformation, which has maximal 
rank. This means at least one of a set of determinants is not identically 
zero. The epimorphism problem is dual to the monomorphism. 
The split monomorphism problem is, do f, g exist, where 
f “v---+.A--tJv-, 
481 ‘124/2-15 
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such that fg is an isomorphism. Take as variables coefficients in a vector 
space basis for all module homomorphisms M -+ &’ and &‘+ M. Then 
the condition is det(fg) # 0. The monomorphism problem is similar. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. For any finite dimensional module JZ over a finite dimen- 
sional algebra %, it is possible to find a composition series Ai (submodules 
di c J& _ 1 such that A, , /AZ is irreducible for each i). 
Proof It suffices to find a proper nonzero irreducible submodule if one 
exists. This can be done by [S]. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. It is possible to decompose Jr’ into summands which 
cannot be further decomposed. 
Proof It is enough to find a proper nonzero summand of A. A sum- 
mand of & corresponds to an idempotent other than 0, I of End(M). Such 
an idempotent will give one in End(&)/J, J the Jacobson radical. 
We can determine if such exists by [S]. Given an idempotent E of 
End(A)/3, lift it to E in End(M). All eigenvalues of the lifting are 0, 1 by 
considering action on J”/J” + ‘. Therefore, some polynomial in the matrix 
E is idempotent of equal eigenvalues. 1 
4. UNSOLVABLE MODULE PROBLEMS 
LEMMA 4.1. Under Bd, given array a it is unsolvable whether vectors x, 
y, z exist such that x, y # 0 and 
Yizj = 1 aopxp. 
Proof These equations amount to an arbitrary linear system on yizj. If 
aiip is a l-l transformation x will be nonzero if and only if y,z,is. So we 
get an arbitrary homogeneous ystem 
c Pi, YiZ, = 0. 
To make the mapping 1-l in x, let x be coefficients in a basis for the 
required space of matrices spanned by A (p ). 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let JZ, N be irreducible modules over a finite dimen- 
sional algebra. Let III be an extension of a direct sum of copies of JV by a 
direct sum of copies of M. Then it is undecidable if there is a submodule of 
form JV extended by A. We take the algebra to act on A, JV as full matrix 
algebras of arbitrary different dimensions. We may assume submodules k 
extended by Jf do not exist. 
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Proof Let the matrices specifying the module action on 9I have the 
block fora (A,,). In the upper left and lower right A,, is block diagonal 
with diagonal entries equal to some matrices D, E. In upper right we have 
zero. There are a family of such matrices A (p), ranging over generators of 
the algebra. We also consider a large 2 x 2 block structure in which all MS 
additively are grouped together as block 1 and all N’s as block 2. 
Let the module action on the proposed submodule be given by D, E in 
the (1, 1 )- and (2,2)-blocks, zero in the upper right and X (unknown) in 
lower left. All these are indexed on p. 
If a module homomorphism exists then on the diagonal blocks D, E it 
is multiplication by constants r,, si. Let modules acting on the left and the 
module homomorphism be given by a matrix W, so that the conditions are 
W = A W, 
where W is l-l on main diagonal blocks, not all ri are zero, and not all 
si are zero. W is not indexed on p. Its (2, 1)-block is subdivided into blocks 
WI. 
These give equations for each i, p (A, in the big (2, 1)-block) 
WiD + six= 1 Aiirj + EW,. 
Let the matrices D, E for p # 1, 2, 3, 4 be zero. Let D( 1 ), D(2) generate 
a full matrix algebra and E( 3), E(4) generate a full matrix algebra. Let 
A,=D(3)=D(4) = E(l)=E(2)=O,p=1,2,3,4.Choose Wi=s,C, 
X = EC - CD. This solves the equations for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, where X = X( p ) 
varies with p. 
Then the remaining system for p > 4 is 
six(p) =C A,,(p)r,. 
Let the A, ( p ) be scalar multiples a,,F of a fixed matrix. Then X( p ) 
must be also xP F. And 
six, = 1 aiipr, 
where not all r, s are zero. This is unsolvable by Lemma 4.1. 
In this situation it is not possible to reverse the composition factors in 
the submodule. If it were then the submodule would have a submodule &’ 
and be JH @ M. Then in the equations above X = 0. But in Lemma 4.1 
A,(p) were l-1 so x(p)#O. 1 
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COROLLARY. The composition factors and dimension problems are 
unsolvable. 
5. UNSOLVABLE VECTOR SPACE PROBLEMS 
THEOREM 5.1. The problem of whether a linear space of matrices 
contains a singular matrix is unsolvable. 
Proof: Let f = 0 a homogeneous Diophantine equation in x,, . . . . x,. 
Let M be an n-square linear matrix in xi such that det(M) =0 if 
and only if all x, = 0 over Q. Take A4 from the regular representation 
of a degree n algebraic number field 3 over Q. Then f”(det(M))” = 0 is 
unsolvable. 
We start with a 1 x 1 matrix [f”] and expand. First replace f” by fZ 
where I is an n-square identity matrix. 
From here on let all matrices be in n-square blocks, each block corre- 
sponding to an element of 5. Let t denote the block M. Its determinant is 
det(M). Determinants over Q are norms of 5 determinants. 
Change 
a+b * 
[ I * * 
into 
by a column operation into 
t t 0 [ 1 -a b * 0 ** 
This breaks up all sums and multiplies determinants by powers of t. It 
preserves homogeneity. 
To deal with products, change 
ab * [ 1 * * 
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t 0 0 [ 1 at ab * 0 * * 
into 
Now all products are a single variable times powers of t, and each row has 
constant degree. Now factor out a power of t from each row to make it 
linear. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Given coefficients piik and n, E Z +, homogeneous quad- 
ratic systems 
(5.1) 
of the following type are unsolvable for nonzero x, y, n, tuples of rational 
numbers: 
(1) yiC;a,kx; =O, k= 1, . . . . k,; 
(2) xi y, -x, y, =O, (i, j, r, s)E V, a given set of 4 tuples; 
(3) x,y,-x,y,=Oforalli,j=l,..., n, 
where these are precisely the equations of the system. 
Proof Start with a homogeneous system (5.1) such that if a non- 
zero solution exists one exists with all variables nonzero. We introduce 
new variables x,., with xii = xixj understood. Add equations xiix,, = 
XtL, xpm whenever uvpm is a permutation of ijrs. Now replace Cb,x,x, by 
x,,~ Cb,,x, = 0. Here x,, ranges over all variables. If a solution of the 
original exists with all xi, y, #O we have a solution of the new. If we have 
a nonzero solution of the new we can write kx, = x,xj for some nonzero k 
by x,/x,, = x,,xpm. (So (xii) . 1s rank 1.) This gives a nonzero solution of the 
old. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. It is in general unsolvable whether a 2 x n matrix X of 
rank 2 exists satisfying 
det([X] A(i))=O. 
where A ( i > are given n x 2 matrices. 
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Proof: Such systems have the form 
where a, b are rows 1, 2 of X, p, r are any linear functions. These equations 
include 
i 
a,iby - a,,bli = 0 
a,,-,&-, -h-1+-, =O 
which guarantee for some c,, d,, c2, d,, azi = xicz, b,, = x,d2, azip l = 
y,c,, b,,- r = yid,. The matrix X has rank 2 if x # 0, y # 0, cr d, - c,d, # 0. 
Assume this. Then the equations have the form 
det pl(x)cl + PACT rI(x)cI +rz(Y)c2 =. 
L pl(x)4 +pAyM rl(x)dl +rAyM 1 ’ 
This is 
(~14 - c2d,)(p,(x) r2b) -r,(x) PAY)) = 0. 
So it includes all equations 
xiyj -x,y,y =o. 
Moreover, it includes all 
Therefore by the previous theorem these are unsolvable. 1 
COROLLARY. Given subspaces U,, it is undecidable if a rank 2 subspace 
V exists such that for each i: 
Vn Ui # (0). 
6. UNSOLVABLE RING PROBLEMS 
THEOREM 6.1. The monomorphism problem is unsolvable for two stage 
nilpotent finite dimensional commutative (or Lie) algebras under .c%?~. 
Proof: Let R be a two stage nilpotent algebra additively isomorphic to 
U@ V with product (u, v)(x, JJ) = (0, B(u, x)) where 93 is a bilinear map. 
We can choose .B so that the equation &I(x, x) is an arbitrary 
homogeneous quadratic system so ~J(x, x) = 0, x # 0 is unsolvable. 
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Let S be a zero ring isomorphic to Q@ I/ additively. Then a 
monomorphism S + R is equivalent to existence of nonzero x. For com- 
mutativity, replace 98(x, y) by $(&?(x, y) + g(y, x)). For Lie algebras, 
choose an antisymmetric bilinear form and let S be Q 0 Q @ I/ additively 
with zero products, using Theorem 5.3. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Existence of ring epimorphisms of commutative (or Lie) 
2-step nilpotent algebras over Q is unsolvable under 9fd. 
Prooj: Consider 2-step nilpotent commutative algebras ‘+a, 23 which 
additively are U@ I’, R @ S with products symmetric bilinear forms 98, :
uxu-, v, 992: Rx R -+ S. Assume &?* is nonsingular. Then an 
epimorphism must map V into S, as the kernel of xy over all y. Therefore 
we have a linear map h from V to S and an induced quotient mapffrom 
U to R @ S/S 2: R. The latter map must be an epimorphism and 
h(%(x, Y)) = %(fx, fv) 
for all x, y. Take bases for U, S and express the bilinear forms as 
xg,( i) yr, xaZ( i) yT projected to the respective basis elements. Then iff 
is given by a matrix F we have 
where h, define the map h, for each i. 
By Theorem 5.1, it is unsolvable whether a linear space L contains a 
nonsingular matrix. For any linear space L of matrices let M(j) be a basis 
and let 
S(j)= i O F 
M(j)’ 
i=l M(j) 0 1 ’ 
Any quadratic form 
will have Hasse invariant and discriminant trivial, since it is h @ h @h @ h. 
Therefore, there are only a finite number of possibilities for its isomorphism 
type given by its rank and signature. Let a1 (j) be n x n. 
If %9* is epic on R 0 R then h must be epic. Then any F, h, satisfying the 
above equations give an algebraic epimorphism. 
Let dim(S) = 1. Let &$( 1) range over all representatives for a nonzero 
isomorphism type having rank less than n for finite set of algebras. If the 
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epimorphism of algebras problem were decidable then we could decide 
whether the matrix C h,M(j) in L is singular. This is false by 
Theorem 6.1. 
The same construction with antisymmetric forms everywhere works for 
Lie algebras. There are no invariants except rank for antisymmetric bilinear 
forms. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. It is unsolvable under ,&?& whether a linear space of 
quadratic forms from Q” to Q contains a form isomorphic to a given 
quadratic form. The same holds for symmetric and antisymmetric bilinear 
f orms. 
ProoJ: This follows from the last half of the proof above taking 
quadratic forms 
THEOREM 6.4. In commutative nilpotent algebras, the equations 
xy=a, x2=, 
are each not solvable under .9i?d, given a. 
Proof: Take as algebra for x2 = a a 2-step algebra V@ W where 
(xi) o (y,) = (x bijkx, y,) in component K > 1 of a and is x1 y, in component 
1. Let a=(l,O ,..., 0). Then x2 = a if and only if xf = 1 C /Iiikx,xj = 0. We 
have seen this is unsolvable, in Theorem 2.3. Here pyk may be replaced by 
if it is not symmetric. 
For xy = a, begin with such a symmetric Biik on variables xi, i = 1 to n. 
Add variables yi, zi, wi where yi, zi are to be xi, wi is to be -xi. Take the 
same product together with new components xi yi + ziwi, xiwi + zj yi, to 
equal zero, where xi, zi make up x and yi, wi make up y. These equations 
are symmetric in x, y, and have a solution with x, y, = 1 if C /?iikxixj has 
a positive solution. 
Conversely, let x1, y, = 1, x,y, +z,wi =O, xiwj+zjyi=O for all i, j. 
Since x1 = y, = 1, z1 w1 = -1, z, + w1 =O. So z1 = + 1, w1 = -zI. By 
reversing signs of all z, w let z1 = 1, w1 = - 1. Then xlwj +zjy, =0 
gives wj = -zj. And xiw, +z, yi =0 gives xi = yi. Now C piikxi yj =0 is 
unsolvable. 1 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Many problems have a sharp boundary between the solvable and 
unsolvable under .!Sd, e.g., the composition series problem and the dimen- 
sion problem, the problems gV= h W versus gVc h W, epimorphisms and 
monomorphisms of modules versus algebras. 
As an open problem, we leave: given finite dimensional modules A?‘, =A&, 
A, is solvable whether a short exact sequence 
exists? 
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